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The New Normal: One Step Closer to Dystopia. New
Covid Outbreaks, People are “Living in Extreme
Fear”

By Timothy Alexander Guzman
Global Research, December 13, 2020

Theme: Police State & Civil Rights, Science
and Medicine

On September 11th, 2001, terrorist attacks took place on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon allegedly orchestrated by Al Qaeda led by Osama bin Laden, and subsequently
blamed it on Saddam Hussein and the Baath Party and then the war on Iraq began.

The  Middle  East  became  the  prime  target  of  increased  Western  and  Israeli  conflicts  and
interventions.  Guantanamo  bay,  Cuba  became  a  torture  center.

Surveillance of the Muslims became normalized, then so did surveillance of the entire world.
That was phase 1 of Western-led global tyranny, now on to phase 2, with a new disease, the
Corona Virus aka Covid-19, appeared on the world stage. 

Medical bureaucrats from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) including the longtime
medical bureaucrat-in-charge, Dr. Anthony Fauci and Big Tech billionaire nerd, Bill Gates
along with the rest of the establishment view everyone as a potential carrier a danger,
therefore,  they  must  vaccinate  everyone  to  fight  this  new  disease  with  an  emphasis  on
treating  the  situation  as  a  national  security  threat  so  Operation  Warp  Speed  was
announced. 

At the same time, the U.S. government and its allies are fighting continuous wars that they
themselves start on the rest of the world and on top of everything else, the world’s global
economy is on the brink of the Greatest Depression along with a collapsing global reserve
currency, the U.S. dollar.

Just imagine this sometime in the near future, you wake up one morning, you brush your
teeth and then you turn on the television and on the screen is the ‘emergency broadcast
system’ flashing in red, alerting people about new Covid infection rates spiking in your area
and it’s declared a red zone.

With a disarmed populace in place who has no rights to self-defense, military personnel in
hazmat suits wearing masks will be making door to door visits with mandated vaccines in
hand, and if you resist, well, you can paint a picture for yourself. The streets are empty and
businesses you once visited are now permanently closed making it  increasingly difficult  to
get your basic necessities.

Public and private schools are open on the condition that each child is fully vaccinated under
government mandates regardless of the health risks associated with the vaccines and in
many cases if a child is not vaccinated, the school nurse will do it for you without your
permission.
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Those who have jobs will have no choice but to get vaccinated or they lose that weekly
paycheck they depend for their food and other expenses.  Then you look outside your
window and you see the same breadlines in government-approved centers with people
wearing  facemasks,  patiently  waiting  for  their  next  meal  as  long  as  they  have  their
vaccination card in hand.  Crime is out of control with no police protection because a couple
of years earlier, major cities and towns across the U.S. decided to defund the police.

They now have social workers and civilian patrols resembling the actions of the Nazi’s who
had the useful idiots known as the brown shirtssafeguarding the streets from a spread of a
disease that cannot be controlled by whatever ridiculous mandates they impose, making
sure that the people have facemasks and their government issued vaccination cards readily
available for inspection. The internet is also heavily regulated. Depression and suicides
increasing by the day, yet, no resistance by the population, just slaves under a medical
dictatorship that makes Nazi Germany look like a walk in the park.  That is a dystopian
future.

That same old ‘New World Order conspiracy theory that many people laughed about is now
unfolding before our eyes. For decades the people were warned, yet they are still blinded by
the mainstream media’s fear mongering nonsense and blatant lies that it becomes comical
at times.

Yet, people are living in extreme fear.  Across the globe, new Covid-19 outbreaks are rising
due to false positives detected by the unreliable RT-PCR tests. Countries around the world
are waking up to this fact including Portugal who according to the Off-Guardian.org reported
that “an appeals court in Portugal has ruled that the PCR process is not a reliable test for
Sars-Cov-2, and therefore any enforced quarantine based on those test results is unlawful.”
Why? Well the article summed up what the study had found:

Most notably this study by Jaafar et al., which found that – when running PCR
tests with 35 cycles or more – the accuracy dropped to 3%, meaning up to 97%
of positive results could be false positives. 

The ruling goes on to conclude that, based on the science they read, any PCR
test using over 25 cycles is totally unreliable. Governments and private labs
have been very tight-lipped about the exact number of cycles they run when
PCR testing, but it is known to sometimes be as high as 45. Even fearmonger-
in-chief Anthony Fauci has publicly stated anything over 35 is totally unusable

It is well-known that high-risk groups with already life-threatening ailments are the ones at
risk,  even  if  there  was  a  severe  flu  season  in  effect,  they  will  still  be  at  risk  regardless.  
Covid-19 lockdowns and mandatory facemasks and the possibility of forced vaccinations in
various U.S. states and a number of countries is becoming part of everyday life, the “new
normal” it seems.

The Hill reported that government-issued vaccine cards will be distributed to everyone in
the US population ‘Details emerging on vaccine cards that will accompany inoculations.” 
The report said that the federal government will hand-out cards with your name on them
which will list what vaccines you have received and which ones will be due,

“Everyone will be issued a written card that they can put in their wallet that will tell
them what they had and when their next dose is due,” Kelly Moore, associate director of
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the Immunization Action Coalition, said Wednesday, according to CNN. “Let’s do the
simple, easy thing first. Everyone’s going to get that.”

Then clinics and hospitals will send your vaccine report to the federal agencies-in-charge
which will basically track and trace individuals of all ages:

Moore added that clinics providing vaccinations will also report what vaccine is
administered to state immunization registries. Numerous clinics will also give
patients the option to provide their phone numbers so they can be sent a
reminder to take their second dose of the vaccine 

The world we once knew is dramatically changing, a coerced society that’s is constantly
living on the edge of fear, facing lockdowns every few months when Covid-19 cases spike
while the establishment continues its early stages of total global control over society.

They already control the people through mandated facemasks and lockdowns while Big
Pharma is pushing a handful of vaccines so that people can travel, buy food, or for their
children to attend school under the “new normal” rules once they get their vaccines.

People are acquiescent to authority, accepting the establishment’s recommendations as law
as they walk around confused with facemasks, avoiding people at length. One time I was
walking down one of the main avenues while I was in New York City as a woman was trying
to  avoid  a  group  of  young  girls  without  facemasks,  she  immediately  hoped  into  traffic  to
avoid them and right behind her was a city bus narrowly missing her by an inch, this woman
was  obviously  so  fearful  of  contracting  Covid-19,  she  almost  got  herself  killed  by  an
incoming city bus, and to be honest with you, I closed my eyes because I thought she was
history.

This is the state of the world of paranoia and fear we are living in. There are even people
who have not even been outside their homes since the World Health Organization declared
Covid-19 an international pandemic. Fights are breaking out everywhere between those who
refuse facemasks versus the slaves who listen to Dr. Anthony Fauci and the rest of the
medical establishment who claim that wearing facemasks is about protecting yourself and
respecting others,  so people are policing themselves and “snitching” on each other,  a
dream come true for those who rule.

Normalcy in society has completely changed for the worst. People are less human today
because of what the establishment has pushed upon us with their absurd ideas to control
the population to prevent  an over-exaggerated disease from spreading.   Yet,  suicides,
depression and loneliness is killing more people by the day because of these unnecessary
lockdowns.  The people are on the edge of insanity. The normal life already seems like a
long time ago as new trends became normalized over the years before the corona virus ever
existed like humans having relationships with sex robots and life-sized dolls.   Humans
having sex with robots and dolls and in some cases, even marrying them seems pretty
bizarre to me. I am pretty sure that both men and some women are purchasing sex robots
and dolls at a higher-rate since the pandemic begun although a handful of people have been
interested in this new phenomenon has been introduced to the public. In ‘The Age of Sex
Robots:  The  pros  and  cons  in  this  emerging  sexual  age’  by  David  W.  Wahl,  PhD  in
Psychology Today wrote:
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Sex  robots  are  here.  It’s  not  just  a  gimmick  of  science  fiction.  Granted,  the
artificially intelligent sex robots of such films as “Ex Machina” and “AI” are not
here yet, but it’s only a matter of time. Most sex robots now are little more
than slightly animated sex dolls. Perhaps the most advanced sex robot that we
know of is “Samantha.” A creation of Synthea Amatus, Samantha is designed
to be capable of enjoying sex. 

But  Samantha is  not  all  about  sex.  She  can also  talk  about  science  and
philosophy.  She can even tell  jokes (although hopefully  not while you are
having sex with her). Consent is even an issue with Samantha. If you are too
rough with her or she doesn’t like your behaviors, she is programmed to go
into “dummy mode” and completely shut down. Currently, robotic partners can
go for prices in excess of $10,000

That is incredible and frightening. What if they created another doll  down the road where
“dummy mode” can turn into violent mode, but that will probably take another generation
or so. I hope most people won’t fall for these types of futuristic relationships, but the point I
am trying to make here is that this is where humanity is headed and this is not normal but it
falls into the hands of the establishment technically speaking since in a way can reduce
population growth.

What has society morphed into?

Now a Great Reset is upon us and make no mistake, it is real despite what The New York
Times has falsely claimed that it does not in an absurd article they published titled ‘The
Baseless  Great  Reset’  Conspiracy  Theory  Rises  Again’,  it’s  real  and  we  need  to  ask
ourselves, will we except this insane idea? The World Economic Forum (WEF) is pushing ‘The
Great Reset’ agenda since last May with calls to rebuild the global economy, social engineer
society and enforce environmental sustainability rules and regulations to improve capitalism
for basically major corporations, bankers and the ruling establishment.

The corporate-technological  alliance will  be controlled by a powerful  consortium of  the
pharmaceutical, financial, communications, defense industries and other major corporations
with the government enforcing their  dirty deeds with help from the mainstream-media
continuing their propaganda. The Great Reset is being promoted by the United Kingdom’s
very own, Prince Charles and WEF’s founder and executive chairman, Klaus Schwab who
reminds me of Dr. Evil from Austin Powers who is also a former member of the steering
committee  of  the  Bilderberg  Group  which  is  behind  the  many  changes  the  ruling
establishment has envisioned for society.

Life for humanity seems like it will never be the same. The Great Reset is a plan to foment
corporate control over the entire economic and social landscape. They want control of the
world’s  natural  resources and to  expand their  world  government’s  surveillance grid  to
unprecedented levels  that  fascist  dictators  from the past  including Adolf  Hitler,  Benito
Mussolini, Francisco Franco and Chile’s Augusto Pinochet could have only dreamed about.
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What  is  happening  to  society  has  been
predicted for a long time by many, including one of the most famous names in science
fiction, George Orwell,  the 1984 author who wrote and predicted a future dystopian police
state. Orwell’s dire predictions of what we face in the near future was an early warning to all
of humanity. However, I believe that many people are not simply going to accept this way of
life as the new normal, some will, but many will refuse to obey such absurd demands from
the establishment and this is the start of a revolution, a revolution of the mind and the
establishment is afraid of that.  The masses will rise and will demand its freedoms it once
had. People around the world already disobey lockdowns, face mask mandates, oppose
continuous wars, oppose government tyranny and every other human rights abuses they
face.  We are not, and I repeat, we are not at the point of no return, there is hope.

This lockdown madness will destroy people’s livelihoods and in some cases, will kill more
people than the disease itself.

How far can the establishment push us?  We are at a time where we need to make a critical
decision that will  change our lives forever because a group of  powerful  and politically
connected people who are government bureaucrats, or people who are closely associated
with Big Pharma, Big Oil, Big Tech, the Military-Industrial Complex, bankers, Wall street, the
elite families and so on,  you know, the ones we have been warning about called the
establishment or the ruling elite for some time are trying to change the structure of society,
to control human nature.

The year  2020 has been turbulent  to  say the least,  2021 will  be chaotic  and that  is
guaranteed. What is happening now is what George Orwell’s 1984 warned us about more
than 70 years ago.  At this point in time, it will be up to all of us to resist, because that’s
what it will take, and when that happens, people like George Orwell will finally rest in peace
without rolling in his grave knowing that the world’s human spirit is alive and well, after all,
that’s what he ultimately hoped for.

*
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